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Common to all shoots: Technical 
 

 1 2 3 

Lighting Essential parts not lit 

effectively; significantly 

contrasty; very unnatural feel; 

very flat; direct and harsh; 

major colour casts; 

illumination only. 

Some parts are illumination-

only; sometimes too contrasty; 

unnatural feel; flat in several 

areas; partly direct / harsh; 

occasional colour casts; some 

parts lit for form and texture. 

Defined edges; form and 

texture emphasised 

throughout. 

Exposure Significant parts of model are 

incorrectly exposed; high-

contrast poorly-managed; 

motion blur; live iris pulls; ISO 

/ Gain too high 

Some parts of model have 

imperfect exposure; occasional 

motion blur; window light not 

balanced. 

Model correctly exposed for 

entire shoot; no negative 

secondary effects. 

White 

Balance 

Significant parts of the shoot or 

model have incorrect WB. 

Some parts of the shoot have 

poor WB. 

Correct and consistent WB for 

all parts of shoot; crisp white 

whites; appropriate for scene 

(eg, sunset). 

Close-Up Many CU’s are missed; CU’s are 

of very poor quality 

Some CU’s are missed, or of 

poor quality. 

CU’s extremely close, well-lit, 

in focus, of appropriate DoF. 

Focus and 

DoF 

Many key areas or moments out 

of focus; lacking necessary 

Depth of Field. 

Occasional key areas or 

moments out of focus; lacking 

necessary Depth of Field; bgd 

too prominent. 

Focus and DoF show 

appropriate areas in focus. 

Framing and 

composition 

Visually confusing throughout; 

frequently unclear what the 

customer attention should be 

focussed on; distractions. 

Sometimes unclear or 

confusing. 

Framing and composition 

enhances viewer’s gaze. 

Audio 

(video only) 

Model is difficult to 

understand; technical audio 

problems; excess post-

production time spent on 

sync’ing multi-camera shoots; 

significant technical problems 

with audio; many audio 

distractions. 

Model sometimes difficult to 

understand; audio distractions. 

Model is clearly understandable 

for the entire scene; non-

speaking moments are 

appropriately captured; no 

distracting ambient sounds. 

Grooming Major grooming issues; 

frequently visible; shoot 

severely compromised due to 

grooming issues; no effort to 

shoot around tattoos. 

Occasional grooming issues are 

visible; shoot content is 

compromised due to grooming 

issues; tattoos appear and 

could have been avoided. 

Model appears neat, clean, 

healthy and wholesome 

throughout shoot. 

Must-Have 

shots 

captured 

79% or less; model looks to 

shooter frequently. 

80-99%; model looks to shooter 

sometimes. 

100%; model never looks to 

shooter inappropriately. 
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 1 2 3 

Additionals 

(AW Ed; DR; 

tagging 

video) 

Not shot; shot missed key 

aspects; low technical quality 

Shot, but not perfect tech; 

brief not followed perfectly. 

Shot; brief followed perfectly.  

Clothing 

selection and 

use 

Off paradigm clothing selected; 

no clothing use. 

Some clothing elements off-

paradigm; black clothes used 

but not handled well; bland 

colours. 

Perfectly on-paradigm clothes 

selected; colourful, form-

fitting, worn-in; clothing 

selected to match activity. 

Environment 

selection 

No attention paid; detracting 

from model or mood; very 

bland; major distracting 

elements; off-paradigm; 

masculine 

Not enough attention paid; 

minor ugly or inappropriate 

elements; poor contrast 

between model and 

environment; mono-tonal; 

difficult for model to find 

poses; not using enough 

“levels”; gender-neutral; not 

colourful enough. 

Good selection of existing; 

multiple levels; colourfully 

dressed; feminine. 

 


